“If you want to put learning center stage, you must read this book.”

Designing the Smart Organization
How Breakthrough Corporate Learning Initiatives
Drive Strategic Change and Innovation
Linking the domains of strategy, organizational design, and learning, this book reinvents
the practice of corporate learning as a key for strategic leadership in the 21st century.
After introducing a powerful new conceptual framework, the book features ten
detailed case studies that reveal how large‐scale organizations are using the power
of dynamic corporate learning approaches to drive innovation, enhance cultural
values, master post‐merger integration, transform business models, enhance
leadership culture, build technological expertise, foster strategic change processes,
and ultimately increase bottom line results.
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Featuring 10 Case Stories About Outstanding Practices
- ABB
Phoenix from the Ashes: How a Corporate Learning
Initiative Reinvented an Ailing Business

- US Army
Transforming the U.S. Army Through an Informal
Leadership Learning Network

- Unicredit Group:
Innovating Learning Through Design and Architecture

- Siemens
Top Executive Leadership Learning

- BASF
Designing Customer Centricity for Multiple Market
Segments: The perspectives Project

- EADS
Managing the Strategic Asset of Cutting‐Edge
Technological Expertise

- PricewaterhouseCoopers
The Executive Hero’s Journey: Going Places Where
Corporate Learning Never Went Before

- Novartis
Leadership Learning as Competitive Strategy in the
Chinese Market

- EnBW
Healing Post‐Merger Chasms: Creating Corporate
Values from the Bottom Up (EnBW)

- Deutsche Post DHL
First Choice ‐ The World’s Largest Customer Focus
Initiative

Praise From Prominent Scholars and Executives
Without any qualification and only with heartfelt enthusiasm,
this book should be read immediately by every leader in every
institution. .. It is especially useful right now in these times
when all organizations are facing uncertainty, chaos and crises.
‐‐ Warren Bennis, author of "On Becoming a Leader" and co‐
author of "Transparency" and "Judgment.“
…puts corporate learning squarely where it belongs: at the
strategic table. And where it happens: in the practices of the
organization... – Etienne Wenger, Author of “Communities of
Practice: Learning, Meaning, and Identity”

… clearly, effectively and accurately points out how
organizations must reframe how they design learning processes
to thrive in today's rapidly changing world…. .
– Edward E. Lawler III, Co‐author of Built to Change
… filled with knowledge and insight about the challenges
learning organizations face in the transition from a
traditionalist mindset to a forward looking perspective on
learning strategy… – Michelle Marquard, Global Director of
Corporate Learning, Cisco Systems, Inc.

A truly insightful book that I highly recommend for any
corporate leader, senior executive, or consultant who is looking
to create organizations that last. … Daniel Dirks, Executive VP
and Global Head of HR, Allianz Group.

A path‐breaking work! Deiser creatively uses learning theory
and practice to recast the practice of strategic management …
… remarkable case studies from 10 prominent companies. –
Larry Greiner, Co‐Author of Management Consulting Today
and Tomorrow and Dynamic Strategy Making

... helps us realize just how much we must regrind our lenses
for seeing how deep learning can naturally happen in an
organization … I highly recommend this book for any corporate
leader wanting to succeed in a rapidly changing world.
‐‐ John Seely Brown, Co‐Author of The Social Life of
Information and The Only Sustainable Edge

… does an excellent job in making us think about learning in
novel ways ‐ as an enabler of organizational change, cultural
unification, strategic renewal, or just plain survival. Everybody
who wants to make a difference in business, government, or
other organizational worlds should read this book. – Immanuel
Hermreck, Executive VP Human Resources, Bertelsmann AG
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